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July 21, 2021 
 
Christopher T. Hanson, Chairman 
Jeff Baran, Commissioner 
David A. Wright,  Commissioner 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Mail Stop O-4F00 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 
Via email only to Chairman@NRC.gov, CMRBARAN@nrc.gov, CMRWright@nrc.gov 
 
NRC Staff Contacts: Gregory.Trussell@nrc.gov, Rulemaking.Comments@nrc.gov 
 
Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 
Via email only to annette.vietti-cook@nrc.gov 
 
    SUBJECT: Docket ID NRC-2018-!"!!# $%&'()*e Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 
+(,-./01*(2 34*2561/)6 70/8 3)'10/)8-),(2 9-'1-:; <=5>21* +/88-),6? 
 
Dear NRC Commissioners: 
 
    @- :01,- ,/ */88-), /) ,A- B9+C6 $%&'()*- B/,1*- /7 =0/D/6-& 952-8(E1).; /)
$+(,-./01*(2 34*2561/)6 70/8 3)'10/)8-),(2 9-'1-:; <$%&'()*- B/,1*-;? D5>216A-& 1) ,A-
F-&-0(2 9-.16,-0 /) G(H I# J!JK <LM F9 JNOKN?P QA- B9+ 6,(,-& ,A-0- ,A(, 1, 6--E6 ,/ $/>,(1)
input from stakeholders on its plan to amend NRC regulations on categorical exclusions for 
licensing, regulatory, and administrative actions that individually or cumulatively do not have a 
61.)171*(), -77-*, /) ,A- A58() -)'10/)8-),P; 
 
    The NRC has provided an outline of planned additions to the list of categorical exclusions 
<$+3C6;? 70/8 0-'1-: 5)&-0 ,A- B(,1/)(2 3)'10/)8-),(2 =/21*H %*, <$B3=%;?P R7 6/8- /7 ,A-
seeming proposals mentioned in the Advance Notice become exclusions, we are concerned 
that the NRC might improperly reclassify actions which actually cause significant environmental 
consequences, and we will oppose the rulemaking as violating NEPA. Our comments at this 
point, then, are meant to remind the NRC of some of the constraints on exclusionary 
rulemaking. 
 

I. The NRC Must Explain Proposed Changes 
 
    The NRC does not have unfettered discretion in promulgating legislative rules. To the extent 
that the NRC will be excluding actions or matters that are currently proper subjects for 
1)'-6,1.(,1/) ()& ()(2H616 1) 3)'10/)8-),(2 R8D(*, S,(,-8-),6 <$3RSC6;? ()& 3)'10/)8-),(2
%66-668-),6 <$3%C6;? 5)&-0 B3=%# ,A- B9+ :122 >- -4D-*,-& ,/ $TD0/'1&- ( 0-(6/)-&
-4D2()(,1/) 7/0 ,A- *A().-PC; Jimenez-Cedillo v. Sessions, 885 F.3d 292, 298 (4th Cir. 2018) 
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(quoting Encino Motorcars, LLC v. Navarro, __ U.S. __, 136 S.Ct. 2117, 2125, 195 L.Ed.2d 382 
<J!KM??P $%, ( 81)1858# () (.-)*H 856, T&16D2(H (:(0-)-66 ,A(, 1, 16 *A().1). D/61,1/) ()&
6A/: ,A(, ,A-0- (0- .//& 0-(6/)6 7/0 ,A- )-: D/21*HPC; Id. (quoting Encino Motorcars, 136 S.Ct. 
(, JKJM?P QA- (.-)*HC6 -4D2()(,1/) 856, (&&0-66 ,A- $7(*,6 ()& *10*586,()*-6 ,A(, 5)&-02(H /0
were -).-)&-0-& >H ,A- D01/0 D/21*H#; 1)*25&1). ()H $6-01/56 0-21()*- 1),-0-6,6P; Encino 
Motorcars, 136 S.Ct. at 2126 (quoting FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., 556 U.S. 502, 515-
KM# KJU SP+,P KL!!# KI" VP3&PJ& I"L <J!!U??P $%) T5)-4D2(1)-& 1)*/)616,-)*HC 1n agency policy 
1)&1*(,-6 ,A(, ,A- (.-)*HC6 (*,1/) 16 (0>1,0(0H ()& *(D01*1/56# ()& ,A-0-7/0- 5)2(:752P; Jimenez-
Cedillo, 885 F.3d at 298 (quoting Encino Motorcars, 136 S.Ct. at 2125); Casa De Maryland v. 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 924 F.3d 684, 704-705 (4th Cir. 2019). 
 
    So, for example, if the justification for a new rule categorically excluding approvals of 
decommissioning funding plans submitted under 10 CFR parts 30, 40, 70 or 72 is that mere 
funding reallocations do not induce or cause changed environmental effects in the physical 
world, that rationale will be challenged for failing to account for pre-existing facts and 
circumstances. Changes in funding allocations as components of a license amendment or other 
formal act clearly can induce environmentally-measurable changes in the physical world. In 
0-*-), R)&1() =/1), 21,1.(,1/)# W/2,-* X-*/881661/)1). R),-0)(,1/)(2 <$WXR;? 0-Y5-6,-& ()
-4-8D,1/) ,/ 61DA/) /77 ( ,A10& /7 ,A- X-*/881661/)1). Q056, F5)& <$XQF;?P WXRC6 0-Y5-6, :(6
held to be within the scope of the pr/*--&1). >-*(56- 1, :(6 $1),-0,:1)-& :1,A# ()& */)6,1,5,-6
() 1),-.0(2 D(0, /7# ,A- 21*-)6- ,0()67-0 (DD21*(,1/); ()& ,A- S,(,- /7 B-: Z/0EC6 -4-8D,1/)-
0-2(,-& (0.58-),6 :-0- &--8-& ,/ $7(22 :1,A1) ,A- 6*/D- /7 ,A16 D0/*--&1).P; Entergy Nuclear 
Operations, Inc., Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 2, LLC, Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 3, LLC, 
Holtec International, and Holtec Decommissioning International, LLC (Indian Point Nuclear 
Generating Station, Units 1, 2, and 3 and ISFSI), Docket Nos. 50-003-LT-3, 50-247-LT-3, 50-
286-LT-3, 72-51-LT-2, CLI-21-01 at 18 (January 15, 2021) (Slip op.). 
  
    QA- (22561/) 1) ,A- %&'()*- B/,1*- ,/ -4*25&1). (DD0/'(26 /7 $(2,-0)(,1'- :(6,- &16D/6(2
D0/*-&50-6 7/0 0-(*,/0 ()& 8(,-01(26 21*-)6-6 1) (**/0&()*- :1,A [ J!PJ!!J#; >H :A1*A the NRC 
would not require consideration of environmental impacts in authorizing new dump sites for 
$'-0H 2/:-2-'-2 :(6,-#; 61812(02H :/52& >- *A(22-).-(>2- >-*(56- 1, -4*56-6 */)61&-0(,1/) /7
actual and significant environmental effects that accompany the deregulated disposal of such 
waste. The same would be true regarding the apparent NRC intention to categorically exclude 
%.0--8-), S,(,-6C 1665()*-6 /7 -4-8D,1/)6 ,/ 2/:-level waste disposal sites for the storage 
and disposal of special nuclear material. 
 
    Likewise, excluding from NEPA the issuance of new, amended, revised, and renewed 
certificates of compliance for cask designs used for spent fuel storage and transportation 
<1665-& (6 (8-)&8-),6 ,/ K! +F9 [ IJPJKN# $V16, /7 (DD0/'-& 6D-), 75-2 6,/0(.- *(6E6;?# 16 (
direct affront to the obligations imposed by NEPA and the Atomic Energy Act, would not account 
for pre-existing facts and circumstances, and would be viewed skeptically by the public. 
 
    Revisions to eliminate distinctions in categorical exclusions among license amendments, 
exemptions, rulemaking, and other forms of NRC actions in order to erase administrative and 
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legal differences among the different types of NRC approvals sounds like a means for the NRC 
to quietly gut or negate statutory and regulatory requirements without publicly having to properly 
frame the overall project within which the CE is being invoked. 
 
    F/0 -4(8D2-# ,A- B9+ 16 */)61&-01). $\0]-'161/)6 ,/ */)6/21&(,- *(,-./01*(2 -4*2561/)6 7/0
exemptions into one category, for example, by moving the criterion for exemptions related to 
1)6,(22(,1/) /0 56- /7 ( 7(*121,H */8D/)-), 2/*(,-& :1,A1) ,A- 0-6,01*,-& (0-(P; QA- 8-0- 7(*, ,A(, (
new installation or use is taking place inside the physical boundaries of an existing project does 
not assure that the new installation or use will not generate environmentally significant impacts. 
Shifting to a results orientation ^ describing the supposed result instead of analyzing the 
resulting project in light of a license issuance, amendment, exemption, etc. ^ undermines 
8-(650-8-), /7 ,A- D0/_-*, (2/).61&- B3=% ()& %3% 6,()&(0&6 65*A (6 $0-(6/)(>2-
(6650()*-; ()& :/52& &-D01'- ,A- D5>21* /7 ( ,05- D1*,50- /7 18D21*(,1/)6 /7 ,A- D0/_-*,P %&/D,1/)
of this approach would spur the growth of ad hoc permitting, where overly-broad exclusions 
would cause permits to be issued on the authority of hollowed out regulations. Uniformity of 
regulation would be undermined. 
 

II. The Commission May Not Rewrite NEPA By  
Redefining Harmful Actions As Non-Harmful 

 
    R) ,A- %&'()*- B/,1*-# ,A- B9+ D/1),6 /5, ,A(, ( *(,-./01*(2 -4*2561/) 8(H (016- $\1]7 ,A-
Federal agency finds that actions in a given category have repeatedly been shown to have no 
significant effect on the human environment, either individually or c5852(,1'-2HP P P P; QA(,
overvalues historic NRC determinations of minimal environmental impact to the detriment of the 
specific facts of a presenting proposal. 
 
    QA- +/5)*12 /) 3)'10/)8-),(2 `5(21,H <$+3`;? -4D-*,6 ,A(, -4*25&-& (*,6 :122 )/, >-
significantly negative in how the physical environment will be affected: 40 CFR §1508.1(d) 
&-71)-6 $*(,-./01*(2 -4*2561/); (6 $( *(,-./0H /7 (*,1/)6 ,A(, ,A- (.-)*H A(6 &-,-081)-&# 1) 1,6
agency NEPA procedures (§1507.3 of this chapter), normally do not have a significant effect on 
,A- A58() -)'10/)8-),P; <38DA(616 (&&-&?P % 6A/:1). ,A(, () (*,1'1,H :122 A('- ( 61.)171*(),
effect on the environment negates invoking the exclusion, i.e., the action can be excluded when 
it would have a benign result or outcome. That also requires each new proposal to be evaluated 
on its own facts, unless those facts are essentially generic.   
 
    QA- B9+C6 +3 0-.52(,1/)# K! +F9 [ OKPJJ<>?# 16 */)&1,1/)(2 ()& A/2&6 /D-) ,A- D/661>121,H
that a proposed invocation of a CE may be inappropriate: 
 

   (b) Except in special circumstances, as determined by the Commission upon 
  its own initiative or upon request of any interested person, an environmental 
  assessment or an environmental impact statement is not required for any action within           
  a category of actions included in the list of categorical exclusions set out in paragraph  
  (c) of this section. 
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<38DA(616 (&&-&?P S-*,1/) OKPJJ<>? &-71)-6 $6D-*1(2 *10*586,()*-6; ,/ $1)*25&- ,A-
circumstance where the proposed action involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative 
56-6 /7 ('(12(>2- 0-6/50*-6 :1,A1) ,A- 8-()1). /7 6-*,1/) K!J<J?<3? /7 B3=%P; R) addition, the 
+3`C6 B3=% 0-.52(,1/)6 0-Y510- ,A- (.-)*H ,/ >- /) ,A- 2//E/5, 7/0 61,5(,1/)6 :A-0- ,A-
exclusion has a significant effect in order to determine whether the agency can mitigate the 
environmental harm. Otherwise, an Environmental Assessment or Environmental Impact 
Statement must be compiled: 
 

    If an agency determines that a categorical exclusion covers a proposed action, the 
agency still must evaluate the action for extraordinary circumstances in which a normally 
excluded action may have a significant effect, and: 
     (1) If an extraordinary circumstance is present, the agency nevertheless may 
 categorically exclude the proposed action if the agency determines that there are 
circumstances that lessen the impacts or other conditions sufficient to avoid significant 
effects. (Emphasis supplied). 
     (2) If the agency cannot categorically exclude the proposed action, the agency 
shall prepare an environmental assessment or environmental impact statement, as 
appropriate. 

 
40 CFR § 1504.4(b). !"" #$%&'$ ($)$&&, LLC, LBP-06-4, 63 NRC 99, 108-112 & 108 n.36 
<J!!M? <$%) (.-)*H 856, (77108(,1'-2H D0/'1&- ( 0-(6/)-& -4D2()(,1/) /7 ,A- (DD21*(>121,H /7 (
*(,-./01*(2 -4*2561/) :A-) 6D-*1(2 *10*586,()*-6 (0- (22-.-&P;1). 
 
    9-6D-*,1). ,A- B9+C6 $6D-*1(2 *10*586,()*-6; -4*-D,1/) 1) K! +PFP9P [ OKPJJ<>?# ,he 
+/881661/) $1),-)&-& ,A- ,-08 ,/ >- 72-41>2-# 6,(,1). ,A(, T\(] 8(_/0 D50D/6- /7 D0/D/6-& [
51.22(b) is to preserve this necessary flexibility. In addition, it is impossible to identify in 
advance the precise situations which might move the Commission in the future to determine 
6D-*1(2 *10*586,()*-6 -416,P QA-0-7/0-# ,A- ,-08 T6D-*1(2 *10*586,()*-6C A(6 )/, >--) 750,A-0
&-71)-&PC;2 
 
    Several new exclusions the NRC mentioned in the Advance Notice will not have benign 
effects. Freeing dozens of unlicensed landfills or other facilities from radioactive waste/materials 
licensing  and subsequent environmental reporting and monitoring obligations under the Atomic 
Energy Act and/or NEPA will spawn many negative environmental impacts and has been 
historically one of the most controversial efforts by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and 
/,A-0 (.-)*1-6 P %22/:1). %.0--8-), S,(,-6C 0(&:(6,- D-081,,1). ,/ >- -4*25&-& 1)'1,-6
inconsistencies that could lead to less protection than federally required among the States as to 
how the AEA is interpreted and administered. Divorcing cask and canister licensing from the 
identification and scrutiny of environmental effects is a recipe for public health and safety 

                                                
1#$%&'$ at  63 NRC 108-112 & 108 n.36 (2006), (citing Alaska Center for the Environment v. U.S. Forest 
Service, 189 F.3d 851, 859 (9th Cir. 1999); Jones v. Gordon, 792 F.2d 821, 828 (9th Cir. 1986); 
!*"$+,-$*"./ 01 2"31 4'".56 7"51 8-++%', 759 F.2d 1382 (9th Cir. 1985); Wilderness Watch & Public 
Employees for Env. Responsibility v. Mainella, 375 F.3d 1085, 1096. 
249 Fed. Reg. 9352, 9366 (Mar. 12, 1984), quoted in #$%&'$ ($)$&& at 110. 
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disaster. According new processes or activities an exclusion merely because they would be 
61,5(,-& :1,A1) () -416,1). D0/_-*,C6 DAH61*(2 >/5)&(01-6 68(*E6 /7 ,A- -'16*-0(,1/) /7 B3=%
entirely.   
 
   Also, the NRC is considering an exclusion of approvals of decommissioning funding plans 
submitted under 10 CFR parts 30, 40, 70 or 72.  This is highly objectionable because of the very 
long operational timelines of projects licensed under those parts. For example, rather than 
promulgate rules explicitly regulating consolidated interim storage facilities, the NRC has 
chosen ,/ 71, ,A- R),-018 S,/0(.- =(0,)-06 ()& W/2,-* R),-0)(,1/)(2 +/)6/21&(,-& $R),-018;
Storage Facilities (CISF) proposals under the Part 72 rules for Independent Spent Fuel Storage 
R)6,(22(,1/)6 <$RSFSR6;?P QA- /D-0(,1/)(2 21'-6 /7 ,A-6- RSFSR6 8(H >- N! ,/ 80 years, but there is 
( &16,1)*, D/661>121,H ,A(, ,A-H :122 A('- ,/ 6,/0- 100(&1(,-& <6D-),? )5*2-(0 75-2 7/0 () $1),-018; /7
hundreds, even thousands, of years. There are genuine scientific and physical limits to the 
stability of existing storage modes, as, for example, the requirement to  swap out storage 
canisters at least every 100 years. There are major safety and environmental concerns 
respecting the world to be inherited by generations unborn that will require money for potentially 
epic decommissio)1). $1),-0186#; ()& 2/,6 /7 1,P 
 
    Categorically excluding analysis of decommissioning funding from the standpoint of 
environmental dangers caused by, for instance, a corroded, untended and unsecure spent fuel 
dump 100 or so years from now is clearly violative of NEPA. While NEPA does not require a 
cost->-)-71, ()(2H616# () (.-)*H *A//61). ,/ $,058D-,; () (*,1/)a6 >-)-71,6 A(6 ( &5,H ,/
&16*2/6- 1,6 */6,6P S1-00( +25> 'P S1.2-0# MUO FPJ& UOI# UIU <O,A +10P KUL"?P $\R], 16 -66-),1(2 ,A(,
the EIS not be ba6-& /) 8162-(&1). -*/)/81* (6658D,1/)6P; W5.A-6 91'-0 @(,-06A-&
Conservancy v. Glickman, 81 F.3d 437, 446, 448 (4th Cir.1996) (inflated estimate of recreation 
benefits versus adverse environmental effects). Misleading information about economic impacts 
can &-7-(, ,A- $A(0& 2//E; 75)*,1/) /7 () 3RSP S/5,A V/5161()( 3)'10/)8-),(2 +/5)*12 'P S()&#
629 F.2d 1005 (5th Cir.1980). 
 
   The categorical exclusion of decommissioning financing from the CISFs is an invitation for the 
operator to seek secret, nonpublic exemptions from the requirements of 10 CFR § 72.30 as 
Interim Storage Partners has sought from the NRC. ISP has requested an exemption from 
having to provide any financing information during the licensing phase of its CISF proposal.  
$9-(6/)(>2- 71)()*1(2 (ssurance for an ISFSI applicant is provided through reasonable cost 
estimates based on plausible assumptions and forecasts. Assumptions seriously at odds with 
governing realities will not be acceptable. Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Independent Spent Fuel 
Storage Installation), LBP-05-21, 62 NRC 248, 298-UU <J!!"?P RS=C6 D0/D/6-& 71)()*1(2
arrangements are merely wishful; they are not lawful. The firm has not provided information 
sufficient to show that it either possesses the necessary funds, nor does it have reasonable 
assurance of obtaining the necessary funds, nor can ISP show that by a combination of the two, 
that it will have the necessary funds available to cover the costs of construction, operation and 
decommissioning of the proposed CISF. The possibility that decommissioning financing could 
be reclassified as a categorical exclusion from NEPA coverage destroys the disclosure and 
assurance aims of the statute. 
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!!!" #$% &'(%)*+,-. /01213*( !43%(5 !3 6 78*910 :%;%0*( 6<4,1-= #$*4 &%>',0%3 

An Environmental Impact Statement For Each Of The Exclusions 
 
    The proposal to make a CE to deregulate and conceal the licensing of (and public knowledge 
about) disposal of thousands of tons of irradiated materials and radioactive waste at possibly 
dozens of landfil26 :/52& */8D016- ( $8(_/0 7-&-0(2 (*,1/); :/0,AH /7 () 3RSP S/ :/52& ,A-
subtle gutting of regulations and statutes by shifting from focusing on the legal mechanism to 
the substance of the action. So would erasure of decades of legislative regulation and oversight 
of the design of transport and storage canisters and casks for radioactive fuel and waste (and 
the accompanying disclosure of those designs and materials to the public). Adding so many 
*/)*-1'(>2- $8(_/0 7-&-0(2 (*,1/)6; ,/ ,A- -4*2561/) 216, *(2ls, first, for an analysis of their 
possible effects within a rulemaking Environmental Impact Statement pursuant to NEPA. 
 
    The Commission is specifically empowered to require preparation of an EIS on proposed 
rulemakings. See 10 CFR §§ 51.85, 51.86, 51.74. 
     
    New categorical exclusions are effectively new generic findings and they have a preclusive 
effect over future decisionmaking. CEQ regulations interpreting NEPA include within the span of 
$8(_/0 7-&-0(2 (*,1/)6; (*,1/)6 :1,A $\1])&10-*, -77-*,s, which are caused by the action and are 
2(,-0 1) ,18- /0 7(0,A-0 0-8/'-& 1) &16,()*-# >5, (0- 6,122 0-(6/)(>2H 7/0-6--(>2-P; N! +PFP9P [[
1508.8, 1508.18. 
 
    B-(02H ( &-*(&- (./# ,A- XP+P +10*51, +/50, A-2& ,A(, ,A- B9+C6 $:(6,- */)71&-)*- &-*161/);
(W+X? 052-8(E1). :(6 ( $8(_/0 7-&-0(2 (*,1/); */'-0-& >H B3=% ()& 6-), ,A- (.-)*H >(*E ,/
the drawing board to compile an appropriate NEPA document. State of New York v. Nuclear 
Regulatory Com'n# MLK FP"& NIK <XP+P +10P J!KJ?P QA- +/50,C6 0-(6/)1). 7/22/:6b 
 

     We agree with petitioners that the WCD rulemaking is a major federal action 
0-Y5101). -1,A-0 ( FcBSR /0 () 3RSP QA- +/881661/)C6 */),0(0H (0.58-), ,0-(,1). ,A-
WCD as separate from the individual licensing decisions it enables fails under controlling 
precedent. 
     @- A('- 2/). A-2& ,A(, B3=% 0-Y510-6 ,A(, $-)'10/)8-),(2 1665-6 >- */)61&-0-&
at every important stage in the decision-8(E1). D0/*-66 */)*-0)1). ( D(0,1*52(0 (*,1/)P;
Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Comm., Inc. v. Atomic Energy Comm'n, 449 F.2d1109, 1118 
(D.C. Cir. 1971). The WCD makes generic findings that have a preclusive effect in all 
future licensing decisions. dit is a pre-&-,-081)-& $6,(.-; /7 -(*A 21*-)61). &-*161/)P
B3=% -6,(>216A-& ,A- +/5)*12 /) 3)'10/)8-),(2 `5(21,H <$+3`;? $:1,A (uthority to issue 
0-.52(,1/)6 1),-0D0-,1). 1,P; 9":%* -; <.$'/:1 01 #=,>&? 8&*&@"', 541 U.S. 752, 757 (2004). 
QA- +3` A(6 &-71)-& 8(_/0 7-&-0(2 (*,1/)6 ,/ 1)*25&- (*,1/)6 :1,A $\1])&10-*, -77-*,6#
which are caused by the action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but 
(0- 6,122 0-(6/)(>2H 7/0-6--(>2-P; N! +PFP9P [[ KO!LPL# KO!LPKLe Public Citizen, 541 U.S. 
at 763; see also Andrus v. Sierra Club# NNJ fPSP "NI# "OL <KUIU? <A/2&1). ,A(, ,A- +3`C6
NEPA interpretations are entitled to substantial deference); accord, CTIA-A&.">"// B//%'
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v. FCC, 466 F.3d 105, 115 (D.C. Cir. 2006). It is not only reasonably foreseeable but 
eminently clear that the WCD will be used to enable licensing decisions based on its 
findings. The Commission and the intervenors contend that the site-specific factors that 
&177-0 70/8 D2(), ,/ D2(), *() >- *A(22-).-& (, ,A- ,18- /7 ( 6D-*171* D2(),C6 21*-)61).# >5,
the WCD nonetheless renders uncontestable general conclusions about the 
environmental effects of plant licensure that will apply in every licensing decision.  See 
10 C.F.R. § 51.23(b). 

 
Id. at 476. 
 
    In the Advance Notice, the NRC appears to have reached generic conclusions which it 
intends to publish as categorical exclusions, which will reshape regulatory policy for many years 
to come. The new exclusions will render uncontestable certain determinations and conclusions 
about the environmental effects, even the need for, NRC licenses and other permits and 
&-,-081)(,1/)6P QA-10 D0/852.(,1/) 6A/52& ,A-) >- 6--) (6 ( $8(_/0 7-&-0(2 (*,1/); ()& >-
(**/8D()1-& >H ( B3=% */8D12(,1/)P $G(_/0 F-&-0(2 (*,1/) 1)*25&-6 (*,1/)6 :1,A -77-*,6 ,A(,
may be major and which are potentially subject to Federal control and responsibility. Major 
reinforces but does not have a meaning indepe)&-), /7 61.)171*(),2H <[ KO!LPJI?P; N! +F9
§1508.18. Assessing the proposed categorical exclusions outlined in the Advance Notice 
(.(1)6, ,A- $1),-)61,H; *01,-01( /7 [ KO!LPJI#3 it is obvious that several of the changes are 
$61.)171*(),#; ()& A-)*- $8(_/0P; +/)6-Y5-),2H# B3=% */8D21()*- 16 />21.(,/0H (6 D(0, /7 ,A16
rulemaking.    
 

                                                
3(b) Intensity. This refers to the severity of impact. Responsible officials must bear in mind that more than 
one agency may make decisions about partial aspects of a major action. The following should be 
considered in evaluating intensity: 
    (1) Impacts that may be both beneficial and adverse. A significant effect may exist even if the Federal 
agency believes that on balance the effect will be beneficial. 
    (2) The degree to which the proposed action affects public health or safety. 
    (3) Unique characteristics of the geographic area such as proximity to historic or cultural resources, 
park lands, prime farmlands, wetlands, wild and scenic rivers, or ecologically critical areas. 
    (4) The degree to which the effects on the quality of the human environment are likely to be highly 
controversial. 
    (5) The degree to which the possible effects on the human environment are highly uncertain or involve 
unique or unknown risks. 
    (6) The degree to which the action may establish a precedent for future actions with significant effects 
or represents a decision in principle about a future consideration. 
    (7) Whether the action is related to other actions with individually insignificant but cumulatively 
significant impacts. Significance exists if it is reasonable to anticipate a cumulatively significant impact on 
the environment. Significance cannot be avoided by terming an action temporary or by breaking it down 
into small component parts. 
    (8) The degree to which the action may adversely affect districts, sites, highways, structures, or objects 
listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places or may cause loss or destruction of 
significant scientific, cultural, or historical resources. 
    (9) The degree to which the action may adversely affect an endangered or threatened species or its 
habitat that has been determined to be critical under the Endangered Species Act of 1973.     
    (10) Whether the action threatens a violation of Federal, State, or local law or requirements imposed 
for the protection of the environment. 
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IV. Conclusion 
 
   The ANPR lists 16 bullet points for potential categorical exclusion. Each has serious 
potentially significant major environmental impacts. If NRC proceeds with this ANPR, each item 
must be fully explained with ample opportunity for public review and comment. We are on 
record that each one deserves full analysis, transparency on the assumptions and opportunity 
for public input. It is not reasonable to expect the public to fully analyze all the potential impacts 
for each of these and provide evidence although it does exist. We have identified a few in these 
comments but oppose adoption of any without NRC providing explicit evidence for Categorical 
Exclusion.    
 
    For the above reasons, we request that when the Commission promulgates the proposed rule 
adding new categorical exclusions, the agency also provide a Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement [or Statements] which comprehensively analyzes the justifications and anticipated 
environmental impacts of each proposed Categorical Exclusion. 
 
         Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
72 Organizations listed below 
 
 
 
 
Points of Contact:  
 
 Terry J. Lodge, Esq.,  tjlodge50 @ yahoo.com 
 
 Diane D'Arrigo, NIRS,  dianed @ nirs.org 
 
  



 
 

Nuclear Information and Resource Service 
Diane D'Arrigo  
Takoma Park, MD 
 
Food & Water Watch  
Mitch Jones 
Baltimore, MD 
 
People's Justice Council/ 
Alabama Interfaith Power and Light 
Michael Malcom 
Birmingham, AL 
 
Environmental Justice Initiative 
Columbia Fiero 
New York, NY 
 
Toxics Free Great Lakes Binational Network  
John Jackson  
Kitchener, ON 
 
 
 

Physicians for Social Responsibility 
Jeff Carter 
Washington, D.C 
 
Indigenous Environmental Network 
Tom Goldtooth  
 
Beyond Nuclear  
Kevin Kamps  
Takoma Park, MD 
 
National Lawyers Guild 
Environmental Justice Committee 
Joel Kupferman 
New York, NY 
 
National Nuclear Workers for Justice  
Portsmouth  OH 
 
Nuclear Age Peace Foundation 
Alice Slater 
New York, NY 

 
Alliance for Environmental Strategies   
Rose Gardner  
Eunice, NM 
 
Black Hills Clean Water Alliance  
Lilias Jarding   
Rapid City, SD 
 
Blue Ridge Environmental Defense League  
Louis Zeller  
Glendale Springs, NC 
 
California Communities Against Toxics 
Jane Williams  
Rosamond, CA 
 
 

 
Cape Downwinders 
Diane Turco 
Harwich, MA 
 
Citizen Action New Mexico 
David Mccoy 
Albuquerque, NM 
 
Citizen Power, Inc 
David Hughes  
Pittsburgh, PA 
 
Citizens Awareness Network 
Deb Katz 
Shelburne Falls, MA 

 
 
 



 
 

Chesapeake PSR 
Physicians for Social Responsibility 
Gwen DuBois  
Baltimore, MD 
 
Citizens' Environmental Coalition 
Barbara Warren  
Cuddebackville, NY 
 
 
Citizens' Resistance at Fermi Two (CRAFT) 
Jessie Collins  
Redford, MI 
 
Coalition Against Nukes 
Priscilla Star  
Sag Harbor, NY 
 
Coalition for a Nuclear Free Great Lakes 
Michael Keegan  
Monroe, MI 
 
CODEPINK 
Carley Towne  
Los Angeles, CA 
 
CODEPINK Golden Gate Chapter 
Cynthia Papermaster  
Berkeley, CA 
 
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety 
Joni Arends  
Santa Fe, NM 
 
Connecticut Coalition Against Millstone 
Nancy Burton 
Redding, CT 
 
Dakota Rural Action  
Rebecca Terk  
Rapid City, SD 
 
 

 
Don't Waste Arizona 
Stephen Brittle  
Phoenix, AZ 
 
Don't Waste Michigan 
Alice Hirt 
Holland, MI 
 
Earthkeeper Health Resources 
Amy Rosmarin 
North Salem, NY 
 
Ecological Options Network 
Mary Beth  Brangan  
Bolinas, CA 
 
 
Environmental Justice Taskforce of the 
WNY Peace Center 
Charley Bowman 
Buffalo , NY 
 
 
g0--) S,(,- S/25,1/)6C 
Mike Carberry  
Iowa City, IA 
 
Heart of America NW 
Gerry Pollet 
Seattle, WA 
 
Indian Point Safe Energy Coalition 
Marilyn Elie  
Cortlandt Manor, NY 
 
LA Alliance for Survival 
Jerry Rubin 
Santa Monica, CA 
 
Local Clean Energy Alliance 
Al Weinrub 
Oakland, CA 

 



 
 

Los Alamos Study Group 
Greg Mello 
Albuquerque, NM 
 
Mid-Missouri Peaceworks 
Mark Haim 
Columbia, MO 
 
Multicultural Alliance for a Safe Environment 
Susan Gordon 
Albuquerque, NM 
 
 
Nevada Nuclear Waste Task Force 
Judy Treichel  
Las Vegas, NV 
 
New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution 
Clay Turnbull 
Brattleboro, VT 
 
No Nukes Action 
Steve Zeltzer 
San Francisco , CA 
 
North American Water Office 
George Crocker 
Lake Elmo, MN 
 
Northern Michigan Environmental Action 
Council 
Ann Rogers 
Traverse City, MI 
 
Nuclear Free World Committee 
Dallas Peace and Justice Center  
Mavis Belisle 
Dallas, TX 
 
Nuclear Reality Check 
Lonnie Clark 
Salem, OR 
 
 

Occupy Bergen County 
Sally Jane Gellert 
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 
 
On Behalf Of Planet Earth 
Sheila Parks 
Watertown, MA 
 
Peace Action Maine 
Martha Spiess 
Portland, ME 
 
Peace Action WI 
Pamela Richard 
Milwaukee, WI 
 
Physicians for Social Responsibility-LA 
Denise Duffield 
Los Angeles, CA 
 
Portsmouth Piketon Residents for 
Environmental Safety and Security 
(PRESS) 
Vina Colley 
Portsmouth, OH 
 
Proposition One Campaign for a Nuclear-
Free Future 
Ellen Thomas 
Tryon, NC 
 
Radiation Truth 
Gail Payne 
Centerport, NY 
 
Safe Energy Rights Group 
Courtney Williams 
Peekskill, NY 
 
San Francisco Bay Physicians for Social 
Responsibility 
Robert Gould, MD 
San Francisco , CA 
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San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace 
Jane Swanson 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
 
Sierra Club Atlantic Chapter  
Kate Bartholomew  
Montour Falls, NY 
 
Snake River Alliance 
Leigh Ford 
Boise, ID 
 
Stand Up Save Lives Campaign  
Maureen Headington  
Burr Ridge, IL 
 
Michigan Stop the Nuclear Bombs 
Campaign  
Vic Macks 
St. Clair Shores, MI 
 
Toledo Coalition for Safe Energy 
Terry Lodge 
Toledo, OH 
 
 
 
 
 

True Cost 
John Fischer 
Fort Worth, TX 
 
Uranium Watch 
Sarah Fields 
Monticello, UT 
 
Vermont Yankee Decommissioning Alliance 
Debra Stoleroff 
Plainfield, VT 
 
Western MA Science for the People 
Kimberly Medeiors 
Amherst, MA 
 
Western N.C. Physicians for Social 
Responsibility 
Lewis Patrie 
Asheville, NC 
 
Western New York Environmental Alliance 
John Whitney 
Buffalo, NY 
 
WILPF St Louis 
Lynn Sableman  
St.Louis, MO

 
 
 


